ABSTRACT. Sorting pistachio kernels from in-shell
United States standards for the inclusion of foreign material in kernels, including shells and shell fragments, allow for 0.03% for U.S. Fancy, 0.05% for U.S. #1, and 0.1% for U.S. #2 (USDA- AMS, 1990 ). This corresponds to approximately the equivalent of one-half shell per 1100 g, 660 g, and 330 g of kernels, respectively. However, food processors using pistachio kernels generally have a zero tolerance policy for the presence of shells or shell fragments, which can be a food safety issue. Automated sorters are currently unable to achieve this level, and therefore expensive manual sorting is also required (J. Gibbons, Setton Pistachio, Personal communication, 23 June 2005) . The cost of automated sorters plus the high cost of labor makes sorting a substantial expense for the industry.
Optical sorters are routinely used to process a variety of commodities including tree nuts such as pistachios. The most common sorters use photodiode-based detectors to measure light reflected from the product at specific wavelengths in the visible (vis) and near infrared (NIR) spectral bands (Bee and Honeywood, 2007) . Computers or microprocessors process the detector outputs for classification of the sample. Improving the accuracy of these sorters would help reduce the burden of manual sorting for pistachio processors. A considerable amount of past research in vis/NIR dual band sorting devices has focused on improved methods of spectral band selection. Stepwise discriminant analysis has been used for spectral band selection from images of white wheat (Pasikatan and Dowell, 2002) . A review of spectral band selection from hyperspectral images of fruits and vegetables was reported by Bajwa et al. (2004) . Algorithms for selecting optimal spectral bands have been reported using Principle Component Analysis (Mehl et al., 2002; Lawrence et al., 2003; Bajwa et al., 2004) , randomly chosen subsets of features (Lestander et al., 2003; Bajwa et al., 2004; Steward et al., 2005) , and improving separation of classes (Han and Kamber, 2001; Caltepe et al., 2004; Pearson et al., 2004) . It has also been demonstrated that vis/NIR sorting devices can be optimized for particular sorting tasks by more narrowly tailoring beam-splitting mirrors and filters (Haff and Pearson, 2006) .
Optimizing spectral bands may improve sorting accuracy, but does not reduce the complexity or cost of the sorting devices. The required conversion of optics actually adds to the original cost and impacts the versatility of the device. For separating in-shell pistachios from kernels, a simple low-cost sorting device has been reported based on reflection of light at a single wavelength (Haff and Jackson, 2008) . Another simple and inexpensive technique, using impact vibration analysis, has also been reported (Haff and Pearson, 2007a) . However, although these devices reduce cost, the sorting accuracies reported were slightly below that using standard equipment with optimized optics. What is required is a low-cost sorting device that increases sorting accuracy.
More recently, researchers have developed a new economical sorting system (Pearson, 2009a ) based on highspeed color imaging ( fig. 2) . The cameras are a combination of a complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) color image sensor and a field programmable gate array (FPGA), allowing image processing and classification to be executed in real-time without the need for an external computer. The placement of three such cameras around a product stream ensures that the entire surface of each sample is inspected. This system has the advantage of spatial resolution over traditional color or vis/NIR sorting devices, suggesting the possibility of increased performance at lower cost for the sorting of in-shell and kernel streams of pistachio nuts.
OBJECTIVE
The objective of this research was to demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of using color imaging as a basis for sorting regular in-shell and small in-shells pistachio nuts from kernels in the pistachio nut process stream, thus providing the basis for a low-cost, high-speed sorting device. 
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Color images ( fig. 1 ) were generated by placing samples in a grid pattern on the bed of a 47-× 67-mm (12-× 17-in.) document scanner (Microtek Scanmaker 9800XL, Cerritos, Calif.), allowing 204 samples to be imaged in a single pass. A computer algorithm was created to divide the resulting bitmap images into single sample images. In this fashion, 1000 images each of in-shell, small in-shell, and kernel samples were created. Two classification methods were developed and applied to the images. The first involved using bin values of RGB space histograms as input features to a DA routine. The second used individual R, G, and B component histograms and pixel intensity slopes as input features to a knn classification scheme. Pixel intensity slopes, also known as derivatives, quantify the change in pixel intensity between a pixel location and its neighbors. For multi-dimensional histograms, we adopt the terminology that the divisions within each basis (plural bases) (value plotted along a histogram axis, e.g., intensity of a pixel color component) are called channels while the intersections of channels in which the histogram values are stored are called bins.
DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS CLASSIFICATION
The intensity value for each pixel in a color image is comprised of three components ranging from 0 to 255 representing the red, green, and blue contributions to the pixel color. These three values form the bases of a three-dimensional RGB space. Each of the three bases was divided into n histogram channels of equal size, thus dividing the RGB space into n 3 bins. Each bin was a unique set of ranges within the RGB space and thus became a feature that could be used to differentiate the data. As n changed, the number of features changed. For example, if n = 3 or n = 10, there would be 27 or 1000 different possible features, respectively, to test for significance. For each image, the value of each feature was calculated from the total number of pixels with RGB values that fell within the space of each of these bins. Because the background represents a large portion of each image, pixels for which all three RGB values were below 50 were omitted. The value of 50 was adopted after applying a threshold program to a subset of images and visually observing the level at which the greatest portion of the background was removed without affecting pixels within the kernel or nut portions of the images.
The values within each bin were treated as image features and input into a DA algorithm. The samples were equally split between a training set and a validation set. Each combination of three features was tested for the highest accuracy in classifying validation set samples based on discriminant functions derived from the training set. Adding a fourth feature (or more) was found to be ineffective for improving results. This exercise was performed for various divisions of the bases, with n varying from 3 to 13, beyond which the number of features to be processed became computationally prohibitive. Details of the DA algorithm have been previously reported (Haff and Pearson, 2007b) . Based on the results of preliminary testing indicating better accuracy, separate discriminant functions were computed for in-shell nuts versus kernels and small in-shell nuts versus kernels, rather that combining the two in-shell streams and computing a single discriminant function. Results of applying the computed discriminant functions to the validation sets were reported in terms of false positives (fp) (kernels classified as in-shell), false negatives (fn) (in-shell classified as kernels), percent overall accuracy, as well as the optimal set of features used for classification.
K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS CLASSIFICATION
Two-dimensional histograms (R, G, and B) with bases of 16 pixel intensity channels and 12 high-pass filtered pixel intensity channels (192 bins) were generated. The high-pass filter used a 3×3 discrete Laplace operator (eq. 1) to generate a second order derivative (slope):
While each of the three color component slope histograms were tested for the ability to discriminate the desired classes of pistachio nuts in a knn routine as described below, it was determined that the blue channel was the most useful and thus the red and green channels were discarded. The high-pass filtered blue image pixel intensity values predominantly ranged between 0 and 24 with a small number having higher values. Any pixel locations with a slope greater than 24 were assigned a value of 24.
Within this histogram, it was determined that areas of high intensity and low slope (variation in intensity in a given direction) were associated with the shell, areas of high slope and moderate intensity were associated with shell edges, and areas of low intensity and moderate slope were associated with the kernels. Examples of these features can be seen in figure 3 . The wrinkles on the kernels cause the high-pass filter to yield moderate values while the green and brown colors associated with the kernels result in low blue pixel intensities.
In addition to the 192 slope and intensity features (generated from the two-dimensional histograms), additional features were generated based on the histograms of the three color component (RGB) pixel intensities. An intensity threshold of 75 was applied to segment the kernels from the dark background. The histograms of the three color components each contained n = 16 channels of 16 intensity levels per channel. This differs from the feature selection technique described above for the DA routine as in this case the total number of potential bins is 3*n = 48 rather than n 3 . These 48 bins were combined with the 192 slope and intensity bins for a total of 240 bins or features to be used as the input features for the knn routine.
The optimal set of four features for distinguishing in-shell nuts from kernels was selected using a k-nearest neighbor scheme where the number of nearest neighbors, k, was three. Again, the data were split evenly between a training set and a validation set. The algorithm used on the training set for selecting the optimal four features from the original 240 was similar to that used for the DA case described above and details of the algorithm, developed for identifying optimal spectral bands for sorting pistachio nuts, have also been previously reported (Haff and Pearson, 2007b) . A flowchart describing the steps in classifying samples is shown in figure 4 . The knn scheme computed Euclidian distances in the four dimensional feature space, from each sample to be classified, to 15 randomly selected kernels and 15 in-shell nuts. The sample was then classified into a group (kernel or in-shell) if at least two of its three nearest neighbors belonged to that group.
As with the case of the DA algorithm, small in-shell versus kernel and in-shell versus kernel cases were handled separately, rather than combining the two in-shell streams into a single stream. However, in this case the set of features computed for the small in-shells was applied to the in-shell samples, rather than computing a separate set of features as no advantage was found in doing so and the complexity of the algorithm and computational requirements were reduced. Results of applying the knn scheme to the validation sets were reported in terms of both the optimal set of features used for classification, and accuracy, which was the inverse of the total error (the sum of fp and fn). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS CLASSIFICATION
Results using the DA routine for distinguishing in-shell and small in-shell nuts from kernels when applied to the 500 samples of each class in the validation sets (1000 samples total) are shown in table 1 for values of n from 3 through 12. For the regular in-shell class, all errors were of the fn type (in-shell classified as kernel), with no fp results regardless of the value of n. The best result was obtained with n = 4, with only a single sample misclassified out of 1000 total, corresponding to an accuracy rate of 99.9%. For the small in-shell class, accuracy rates were significantly lower. In this case best results are interpreted depending on the sorting priorities. The lowest fp rates were achieved with n = 8 or n = 9, with 6 out of 500 small in-shells classified as kernels. Lowest fn rates occurred with n = 5, with 127 out of 500 kernels classified as small in-shell. Best overall accuracy was reached with n = 4, with 85% of samples being correctly classified. Table 2 shows the selected combinations of three features and their corresponding pixel intensity values in the three color components for minimizing total error, fp error, and fn error. For each feature, Bmin represents the lowest pixel value for the blue component of the color range while Bmax represents the highest pixel value. The same is true for the green (Gmin, Gmax) and red (Rmin, Rmax) components. This defines a small cube in the RGB color space. The actual feature is the number of pixels in the image that fall within this small cube. For the case of the regular in-shells, there were no fp errors, and thus the three error categories coincide. Figure 5 illustrates the color ranges that correspond to the features selected by the DA algorithm for n = 4 (best overall accuracy) for separating in-shell nuts (top) and small in-shell nuts (bottom) from kernels. Sample images are included for comparison. For n = 4, the features selected were very similar for the two classes of in-shell nuts. Feature #28 was selected in both cases, and the other two features each differed from their respective counterparts by shifting the blue component a single bin towards the dark, with red and green components remaining unchanged.
K-NEAREST NEIGHBORS CLASSIFICATION
For the knn routine, the overall accuracy on the 985 validation set samples was 99.9% for regular in-shell versus kernels, with one fn result and no fp results. This exactly matches the performance of the DA routine for separating these two classes. For small in-shell versus kernels, the results were 474 out of 493 correct in classifying kernel samples (fp = 19/493 or 3.9%) and 479 out of 500 correct in classifying in-shells (fn = 21/500 or 4.2%). This corresponds to a total accuracy of 96%. The four features that gave the best results corresponded to the following histogram bins: [a] fp and fn columns represent the number of errors of that type out of the 500 samples in the validation sets. S low blue intensity; S high green intensity; S high blue pixel intensity and low slope; S low blue pixel intensity and moderate slope. The kernels had higher counts of pixels with low blue intensity and moderate slope while small in-shell had higher counts of pixels with high blue intensity and low slope.
The two algorithms developed here differed in the fact that the DA routine only used color information, whereas the knn routine made use of color information as well as spatial information in the form of slopes, which generally correspond to edge detection. For separating regular in-shells from kernels the results were identical, and thus the DA algorithm is preferred as it is less complex and requires less computation. However, increased accuracy for separating small in-shell nuts from kernels clearly favors use of the knn approach.
This research has demonstrated that either or both of the DA and knn algorithms provide a sufficient basis for high-speed sorting of pistachio nuts based on color imaging. The algorithms could be implemented in real time using an FPGA/sensor combination. The FPGA/sensor would be limited to computing only the three or four features required for classification. This would not be a problem for implementing the algorithms and sorting at high speeds, but it would require the FPGA to send images to a computer during an initial training. This training is necessary because pixel intensities are specific to the cameras and lighting conditions and of course variations in colors of pistachio nuts from plant to plant and season to season. After training, the FPGA/image sensor could perform the sorting without a computer attached. Future research will be conducted to implement these algorithms in a real time sorting system using an FPGA/image sensor combination. One FPGA image sensor combination can process up to three parallel channels of pistachio nuts for an overall throughput of approximately 210 nuts/s or 1500 kg/h (Pearson, 2009b) .
The previously reported device based on reflection of light at a single wavelength (Haff and Jackson, 2008) reported 97.5% accuracy for separating regular in-shell nuts from kernels. No results were reported for small-inshell. The device based on impact vibration analysis (Haff and Pearson, 2007a) , reported the same 97.5% accuracy for small in-shell nuts, but in that case no results were reported for regular in-shell. In either case, the 99.9% accuracy for the method described here for classifying regular in-shell versus kernels is superior to the previously reported methods. However, results were slightly inferior for small-inshell versus kernels when compared to the vibration impact sorter. In processing plants, pistachio streams are sorted multiple times to achieve the desired level of purity in any particular stream. With accuracy rates equal or nearly equal, the most important factor in sorting is the throughput, or number of samples per second that can be processed. For the impact vibration system, classification accuracy diminished significantly at feed rates beyond 20 samples per second. No throughput was reported for the single wavelength device, but similar commercial systems have throughputs around 40 samples per second per channel. The color imaging systems reported here are capable of throughputs of around 70 samples per second per channel, so the slightly lower accuracy for the smallinshell samples is compensated for by higher speed.
CONCLUSION
Two algorithms were presented for high-speed sorting of pistachio nuts based on features extracted from color images. One was a discriminant analysis (DA) routine that selected features based on the intensities of the pixel color components (RGB). The other used a k-nearest neighbors (knn) routine that selected features based on both color and slope information, thus making use of the spatial information provided by color images. Both algorithms were able to distinguish regular in-shells from kernels with 99.9% accuracy. The accuracy declined when sorting kernels from small in-shells, with 85% accuracy for the DA algorithm and 96% for the knn algorithm. Because knn used both pixel values and slope, it was more robust to the similarities between the kernels and in-shell.
Features derived from these algorithms can be extracted at high speed in real time using an economical FPGA/image sensor combination to generate color images. These algorithms therefore provide the means for economical highspeed separation of in-shell pistachio nuts from kernels based on color imaging.
